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ABSTRACT
Determining the coreference of entity mentions in a
discourse is a key part of the interpretation process for
advanced spoken dialog applications. In this paper, we
present the most comprehensive system for statistical
coreference resolution in dialog to date. We also com-
pare the impact of two contrasting theories of dialog
structure (the stack model and the cache model) on the
performance of statistical coreference resolution, and
show that the stack model outperforms the cache model.

Index Terms— Natural language interfaces, Speech
communication

1. INTRODUCTION

An entity in a dialog can be referred to using a range of
linguistic expressions. For example, George W. Bush,
the forty third president, dubya, and depending on the
context, George and Bush all refer to the same person.
The basic coreference task is to determine which men-
tions in a discourse (typically noun phrases) refer to the
same entities in the underlying discourse model. Per-
forming coreference resolution is a key part of the in-
terpretation process for advanced spoken dialog appli-
cations. Furthermore, as suggested by [1, 2, 3, 4], coref-
erence is intimately entwined with the task of tracking
global dialog structure. Hence, exploiting dialog struc-
ture can potentially provide constraints to coreference
resolution that improve its accuracy.

There has been considerable work on pronoun res-
olution in dialog (e.g. [1, 5]), but comparatively little
on the larger coreference task. Poesio et al. [6] per-
formed a corpus analysis examining the impact of two
models of dialog structure on accessibility of referents
for pronouns and definite NPs in tutorial dialogs. How-
ever, their analysis was only of 17 dialogs, and they did

not implement a system for coreference. The only work
on statistical models of coreference for dialog, that of
Luo et al. [7], does not focus on task-oriented dialog or
incorporate a model of dialog structure.

In this paper, we: (a) describe the implementation of
a system for statistical coreference for dialog; (b) eval-
uate the performance of the system on a large corpus
of task-oriented dialogs; and (c) compare the impact of
two models of dialog structure, the stack model and the
cache model, in the context of our system.

2. THEORIES OF DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

We contrast two theories of discourse structure and
illustrate their relationship to coreference: the stack
model [8] and the cache model [9]. According to both
theories, a dialog is comprised of three separate but
related elements: the linguistic structure (the linear
sequence of clauses), the intentional structure (which
in the stack model is captured as a stack of discourse
segments, each containing clauses relating to a single
discourse purpose), and the attentional state (the set of
entities salient at any point in the discourse). In the
stack model, the attentional state is tied to the inten-
tional structure: the set of elements in the attentional
state tracks the entities accessible through the discourse
stack [8]. In the cache model, by contrast, the attentional
state is tied to the linguistic structure: it acts as a moving
window over the discourse history, modeling working
memory constraints in the human language production
and comprehension systems [9].

To illustrate the differences between the stack and
cache models, consider the (simplified) dialog extract
from the CHILD corpus in Figure 1. The speakers are
discussing payment information. In clause 40, speaker B
pushes a discount subtask onto the stack. This subtask



Fig. 1. Example dialog from CHILD corpus

ends after clause 44. In the stack model summer pro-
motion is no longer available for reference in clause 45
because the discount subtask has been popped from the
stack, while in the cache model it is available because it
is recent. By contrast, in the cache model the company
card is not available for reference in clause 45 because
it is distant, while in the stack model it is because it is
accessible through the stack. Thus, the discourse struc-
ture predicts which mentions are available for corefer-
ence and this can be exploited to improve the accuracy
of coreference resolution.

3. DATA

The CHILD corpus is a corpus of task-oriented human-
human spoken dialog in a catalog ordering domain [10].
The dialogs have been transcribed, split into clauses,
and annotated for dialog acts and tasks/subtasks. We
used 818 CHILD dialogs that involve only two speak-
ers. These dialogs were manually annotated for corefer-
ence information: mentions (phrases that could be part
of coreference chains) and coreference links (indicating
that pairs of mentions were coreferent) were labeled.
There are 105,859 mentions (excluding first and second
person pronouns). There are 19,580 coreference chains
of length greater than one which include 60,518 men-
tions altogether. The average chain size is small (see Ta-
ble 1), and most chains are in a single subtask; however,
the average chain span is more than thirteen clauses.
This is mostly due to two entities, the order and the cat-
alog, which are mentioned throughout the dialogs.

We computed the frequency of conflicts between
coreference links and the stack and cache models of
dialog. A link conflicts with the stack model if the first
mention in the link is in a subtask that has been popped

Nonsingleton chains 19580
Mentions per chain 3.09
Clauses per chain 13.32
Tasks per chain 1.38
Conflicts per chain (cache model) 0.41
Conflicts per chain (stack model) 0.28

Table 1. Coreference chains in CHILD

off the stack before the second mention is seen. A link
conflicts with the cache model if the mentions are sepa-
rated by more than four turns (four turns is likely to span
three mention-containing clauses; a three-sentence win-
dow is used in text-based coreference systems). There
are 1.5 times as many conflicts per chain with the cache
model as with the stack model (see Table 1). However,
the gains in ‘perfect recall’ with the stack model may be
offset in a statistical coreference system by losses in pre-
cision, as the stack model makes many more mentions
available for coreference than the cache model.

4. DISCOURSE-AWARE COREFERENCE

Since the late 1990s, the predominant approaches to
coreference resolution in text have been statistical (e.g.
[11, 12]). The stages in a full statistical coreference
system typically include: (a) mention identification
(extracting text segments corresponding to mentions);
(b) feature extraction (extracting lexical, syntactic and
other features for each mention); (c) pairwise coref-
erence determination (selecting pairs of mentions that
could be coreferent, and using a classifier to determine
the likelihood that they are); and (d) mention clustering
(combining pairwise coreference decisions to produce
mention clusters, each corresponding to one entity).
However, not all experiments in statistical coreference
involve building a full coreference system; most use data
in which mentions, mention features, and coreference
links have been annotated by hand.

For this paper, we adopt the standard coreference
pipeline. We take an ‘overhearer’ perspective: each di-
alog is processed incrementally, clause by clause, as it
is ‘overheard’. From each clause we extract mentions
and mention features as described in Sections 4.1 and
4.2 respectively. We perform pairwise coreference clas-
sification as described in Section 4.3. At the end of the
dialog, we use the pairwise coreference decisions to pro-
duce mention clusters as described in Section 4.4.

Our model for statistical coreference uses the dis-
course structure in two ways. First, information about
the attentional state (recency information, and subtask
and stack information) is incorporated into the features



for each mention. Second, the attentional state is used
to determine which mentions are available to corefer –
in the cache model, only recent mentions are available,
while in the stack model, only mentions visible in the
stack are available. The use of discourse-related infor-
mation as features is not prescriptive, while the use of
attentional state to select available mentions is.

4.1. Mention identification

In this paper, we focus on pairwise coreference determi-
nation and mention clustering, so we use the true men-
tions, i.e. the mentions hand-labeled in our data.

4.2. Feature extraction

We use three feature sets: Dialog-related features, Task-
related features, and the Basic feature set containing
lexical, syntactic and semantic features similar to those
used in text-based work on coreference (e.g. [11, 13]).
All features are listed in Table 2. The pairwise corefer-
ence classifiers are trained using unigrams, bigrams and
trigrams over these features.
Basic Features In our dialogs, turns are segmented into
clauses which are automatically part-of-speech tagged
and supertagged. Our labelers did not identify the heads
of mentions, so we use the last word of mentions that
are not proper nouns, and the full text of mentions that
are proper nouns. We used rules to identify the values
of the number (sg/pl/na), person (1st/2nd/3rd/na) and
grammatical form (one of {indefinite, definite, posses-
sive, demonstrative, quantified, proper, pronoun, deic-
tic, qterm, other}) features, and a dictionary to identify
the values of the gender feature. We excluded mentions
labeled with ‘qterm’ (e.g. which, what, when).

In some text-based work on coreference, researchers
have used additional features that rely on having rich
syntactic parses of the input, such as centering-related
features and apposition [5, 13, 14]. Given that we are
dealing with spoken dialog, some of these features
(highly relevant for newspaper text) are not relevant
here, or we cannot obtain them with high accuracy from
the clause parses due to interference from disfluencies,
interruptions, etc. However, by recording the words
between two adjacent mentions in an clause, we approx-
imate certain features (e.g. apposition, existential ‘it’,
presence of a conjunction or of the word ‘said’).
Dialog Features In the only work on general statistical
coreference for dialog that we are aware of, Luo et al.
[7] use speaker and turn features. We use speaker, turn
and dialog act features.

Task Features We use the subtask label of the clause
containing the mention, the whole stack of subtask la-
bels, and the depth of the subtask stack.

4.3. Pairwise classification

Pair construction Most coreference systems construct
training and test data using the method outlined in [11]:
construct one positive example for a mention mi and its
most recent coreferent mention mj , and construct a neg-
ative example for mi and each mk s.t. j < k < i.
We adopt a variation of this method. For each mention
mi, we construct a positive example using the most re-
cent possible and available coreferent mention mj in the
preceding discourse. mj is possible if it does not dis-
agree with mi in the values of the semantic type, num-
ber, gender or person features. Availability is determined
in one of two ways: (a) cache-based – only mentions in
this turn and the previous four turns are available; or (b)
stack-based – only mentions in the subtask stack for the
dialog so far are available. We construct negative exam-
ples for every possible, available mk s.t. j < k < i and
mk is not pronominal.
Classification model Using the LLAMA machine
learning toolkit [15], we trained a binary classifier using
logistic regression for the following combinations of
feature selection and pair construction methods:

• Stack-based pair construction, Task, Dialog and
Basic features – This corresponds to a strong
stack model of dialog structure.

• Cache-based pair construction, Dialog and Basic
features – This corresponds to a strong cache
model of dialog structure.

• Cache-based pair construction, Task, Dialog and
Basic features – This corresponds to a hybrid
cache/task model of dialog structure.

• Cache-based pair construction, Basic features –
We use this model as a baseline.

• All pair construction – We include these models
for comparison, even though they are computa-
tionally complex.

4.4. Mention clustering

Mention clustering is the final step in coreference de-
termination; it partitions the input mentions into men-
tion clusters, each corresponding to one entity. We
experimented with the connected components method
approach to mention clustering, which simply finds



Feature Type Features mentions
m1 m2 m1 vs. m2

Lexical (1-2) unigrams, bigrams and trigrams over mention text x x
(3-4) text length (words); (5-6) clause id x x
distances between (in (7) words, (8) mentions, and (9) clauses) x
(10) head agrees? (11) contained in? (12) in same clause? x
(13) Levenshtein distance (mention text) x
(14) unigrams, bigrams and trigrams over words between (same clause, no in-
tervening mentions)

x

Syntactic (1-2) unigrams, bigrams and trigrams over part of speech (POS) tag sequence x x
(3-4) unigrams, bigrams and trigrams over supertag sequence x x
(5-6) gender; (7-8) number; (9-10) person features x x
(11-12) grammatical form x x
(13) gender agrees? (14) number agrees? (15) person agrees? x
(16) grammatical form agrees? x
Levenshtein distances ((17) POS tag sequences, (18) supertag sequences) x

Semantic (1-2) semantic type x x
(3) semantic type agrees? x

Dialog (1-2) turn id; (3-4) speaker id; (5-6) dialog act(s) for containing clauses x x
(7) in same turn? (8) by same speaker? x
(9) distance (turns) x

Task (1-2) subtask label for containing clause x x
(3-4) task stack at containing clause x x
(5-6) task stack depth at containing clause x x
(7) in same subtask? x
(8) distance (task stack actions) x

Table 2. Features used in finding coreferent pairs of mentions. The Basic feature set includes the lexical, syntactic
and semantic features. Numbers indicate feature count within the feature set.

connected components in the graph constructed from
the mention pair links with probability greater than 0.5
output by the pairwise coreference classifier. However,
pairwise coreference classification does not ensure tran-
sitivity; i.e. that if mention pairs (mi, mj) and (mj ,
mk) are coreferent, then mention pair (mi, mk) is also
coreferent. So we also tried the ILP method outlined in
[16]. Given a document D, let M = {mi ∈ D} be the set
of mentions in D, and let P = {(i, j)|mi ∈ M,mj ∈ M,

and i < j} be the set of possible coreference links over
these mentions. For each (i, j) ∈ P , let p(i,j) be the
probability assigned to (i, j) by the pairwise corefer-
ence classifier, and let x(i,j) be an indicator variable
representing (i, j). The objective function we use is:
min

∑
(i,j)∈P −log(p(i,j)) ∗ x(i,j) + −log(1 − p(i,j)) ∗

(1 − x(i,j)) subject to: (1 − x(i,j)) + (1 − x(j,k)) ≥
(1 − x(i,k))∀mi,mj ,mk ∈ M s.t. i 6= j 6= k and
x(i,j) ∈ {0, 1}∀(i, j) ∈ P . We used lp solve as our
ILP solver.

5. EXPERIMENTS

We used ten-fold cross-validation on our data. For each
test dialog, we performed pairwise coreference classifi-
cation using each of the five models, and mention clus-
tering using both the connected components method and
the ILP method.

We report results using the MUC-6 metric [17], the
B3 metric [18] and the CEAF metric [19]. The MUC-6
metric operates by determining the number of links that
are common between the set of chains proposed by a
model with the set of true chains in the reference corpus.
Recall, precision and f-scores are computed by compar-
ing these links. The B3 metric measures the recall and
precision for each mention m by comparing the set of
elements in the chain containing m between the model’s
output and the true chain containing m. Overall recall,
precision and f-score is obtained as an average of indi-
vidual mention scores. The CEAF metric first computes
the best one-to-one mapping between all the chains pro-
posed by the model and all the true chains. Then the
recall, precision and f-scores are computed based on the
mentions in the aligned chains.

Because these metrics evaluate different aspects of
the coreference task, a method may lead to improve-
ments according to one metric but not according to an-
other metric: for example, a method that generates fewer
links but with high accuracy may lead to high MUC
scores but low CEAF scores.

6. RESULTS

Our experimental results are shown in Table 3. No
method achieves high recall in finding coreference links:



Method Scoring metric
MUC-6 B3 CEAF

R P F R P F R P F
Strong stack-based (variable history)

Stack, Task+Dialog+Basic, CC 42.0 69.7 52.4 74.2 91.2 81.9 86.3 69.0 76.7
Stack, Task+Dialog+Basic, ILP 41.6 69.8 52.2 74.1 91.4 81.8 86.4 68.9 76.6

Hybrid cache/task-based (4 turns history)
Cache, Task+Dialog+Basic, CC 38.9 69.7 49.9 73.2 92.1 81.6 86.5 67.6 75.9
Cache, Task+Dialog+Basic, ILP 38.6 69.8 49.7 73.1 92.2 81.6 86.6 67.5 75.9

Strong cache-based (4 turns history)
Cache, Dialog+Basic, CC 40.0 72.8 51.6 73.6 92.9 82.2 87.1 67.8 76.2
Cache, Dialog+Basic, ILP 39.7 72.9 51.4 73.5 93.1 82.1 87.1 67.7 76.2

Cache-based baseline (4 turns history, no dialog features)
Cache, Basic, CC 37.0 71.6 48.7 72.6 93.1 81.6 86.8 66.5 75.3
Cache, Basic, ILP 36.6 71.6 48.5 72.5 93.2 81.6 86.9 66.4 75.3

All (ILP not shown to save space)
All, Basic, CC 38.1 69.3 49.2 72.7 91.9 81.2 86.3 67.2 75.5
All, Task+Dialog+Basic, CC 42.8 68.0 52.6 74.2 90.2 81.4 85.7 69.5 76.8

Table 3. Coreference resolution results

R for MUC-6 is low across the board. However, as most
clusters have only one element the impact on overall per-
formance in finding coreference clusters for mentions
is small: P for B3 is uniformly high. Also, comparing
the first and second row for each method, we see that
the ILP approach does not give significant performance
gains for any metric (see Section 7).

The All method (unlimited history) gives the best F-
scores on the MUC-6 and CEAF metrics; however, these
models take exponentially longer (days) to train and test.
In addition, the best results using this method (last row)
are only 0.1% (CEAF) to 0.2% (MUC-6) better than the
F-scores for the strong stack model (first row).

We find interesting results for our comparison of
models of dialog structure. First, the inclusion of
dialog-related features alone gives small but consis-
tent improvements in F-scores on every metric: 2.9% in
MUC-6, 0.6% in B3, and 0.9% in CEAF (compare the
strong cache-based model with the cache-based base-
line). These results, which agree with those of [7], are
mostly due to increased recall.

Second, the strong stack model of dialog structure
gives small but consistent improvements in F-score over
other models that include task and dialog features: 2.5%
in MUC-6 and 0.8% in CEAF better than the hybrid
cache/task model, and 0.8% in MUC-6 and 0.5% in
CEAF over the strong cache-based model. The stack
model finds more correct links (increased recall for
MUC-6), leading to fewer and more accurate mention
clusters (increased precision for CEAF). These results
agree with our findings in Section 3 regarding coref-
erence conflicts. In the CHILD dialogs, many subtasks
are longer than the 4-turn window provided by the cache

model. So one way of interpreting these results is that
the subtask structure provides a theoretically informed
way of having a dynamically sized window in which to
look for available mentions. This leads to improved re-
call in mention-mention links (MUC-6), and improved
precision in clusters (CEAF), with a slight drop in pre-
cision for mention-cluster links (B3).

7. DISCUSSION

In our experiments for this paper, we tried two other
methods for pair construction in an effort to improve re-
call: (1) make an example for each possible available
mention, not stopping at the closest coreferent mention;
and (2) use the method outlined in [11], but only per-
mit the most recent pronoun to be possibly coreferent.
Our basic findings remain the same in either case: dialog
features help, and the stack model helps more. Method
(1) results in a very large imbalance between positive
and negative examples, so that for CHILD data (which
has many singleton chains) MUC-6 scores decline dra-
matically, while B3 and CEAF scores stay high. How-
ever, with method (1) the use of the transitivity con-
straint does lead to significant improvements over sim-
ple connected components clustering. Method (2) leads
to slightly lower recall scores. We plan to explore other
alternative methods for pair construction.

One way of looking at coreference is the method we
have used here: the ‘overhearer’ method. However, dur-
ing a dialog the participants have an inside perspective
on the interaction, which provides additional constraints
on coreference. We are currently exploring participant-
specific models of coreference for dialog.



8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the first implementation of
a statistical coreference system for task-oriented dialog.
In the context of this system, we compared the cache and
stack models of global dialog structure and found that
the stack model gives improved performance compared
to the cache model when incorporated into a statistical
coreference system.
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